KUNDEN, FÜR DIE ICH BEREITS GEARBEITET HABE
Dombaumeister

Die Kölner Dombaumeister waren und sind für die Errichtung und Erhaltung des Kölner Doms verantwortlich, dazu leiteten sie die Kölner Dombauerwaltung. Ihnen zugeordnet waren früher die Dombaurmeister.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy eimod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim et accusam el justo.
RELAUNCH WEBSEITE
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SCREENDESIGN · BILDRETUSCHE
COSMETIX BOX
Interspin CreaLab brings you new perspectives on the now and future. Our business and offers you methods to innovate on a day to day basis with the resources you have.
**OUR PRODUCTS**

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna.

**interspin is based on** up-to-date and research based insights, knowledge sharing and methods established over years in a transdisciplinary team. Our collaborative formats make you see the competencies of your team and enables change with surprising ease and speed.

We like what we do and the diversity, in-depth analysis and diverse perspectives and practices offered by our varied formats brings you ways of seeing and implementing skills and ideas for your business.

**Why work with interspin?**

If you want to understand how your organization enhances future challenges from working with joy and precision in teams to organizing projects open and profound then you need both inspiration and tools to develop this. interspin brings you an on encounter with experienced and curious professionals that are interested in enhancing the creativity and innovation of your organization and in developing your firm's resources through individual motivation.

---

**Relax-concentrate-create**

Workshops and app-based tools optimizes you and your firms resource management

---

**Unconferencing**

Change workshop, where participants work on a common base initiating change processes

---

**Future Check**

Compact assessment that starts of strategy development processes

---

**Social Lab**

A Workshop for structured in leading to new solution for identified problems

---

**4D Dining**

An Event and a collective experience mixing entertainment, know-how and factual knowledge about your business

---

**Teamcoaching “creative work”**

A series of Workshops enabling creative development of work processes

---

**Innelbooms**

Design and Solutions for the design of your workspace

---

**Guerrilla Urbanism**

Unexpected usage and empowerment of public spaces through small interventions

---

**3D-Prototyping**

The mobile lab visits you and collaborates on prototyping your ideas and questions

---

---

**Change enabling for the future: interspin CreaLab**

CreaLab brings you new perspectives on the now and future of your business and offers you methods to innovate on a day to day basis with the ressources you have

---

**Our partners**

interspin CreaLab and Future Laboratory CreaLab at Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts collaborate closely.

interspin is interspinular: we intersect dynamically between research, business and society.

---

**CHRISTINE LABIG**

ECONOMIST - OPEN CONTEXTS OF LEARNING

---

„Interdisciplinary teams and creative environments unveil the genuine potential of human beings. New perspectives on what we are, what we do and what might be are great sources to create meaningful novelties and solve complex problems in our world.‘‘
WERDEGANG
2004 bis 2007 designer bei people interactive
2007 bis 2011 designer bei pixelpark
seit 2011 freier designer/art director

SPEZIALISIERT AUF
interfacedesign · corporate design
appdesign · digitale bildbearbeitung
icon-entwicklung